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The form of capacity achieving input distribution is specified for a 
class of finite state channels with side information available to the 
transmitter. I t  is shown that the best random codes consist of strategy 
function sequences whose elements are selected independently. It is 
a result of Theorem 4 (which is of independent interest) that the re- 
quired distribution of the strategy functions is for the present class of 
channels pecified by ah instead of the apparent a ~ parameters, sothat 
a random selection of optimal codes is practically possible. As an 
application, an extremely simple capacity expression for finite state 
galois additive noise channels is obtained, and it is shown that the 
value of capacity will not increase if the transmitter is supplied with 
information about the channel states. 
A PARTIAL LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
CSISI channels State Computable Strongly Indeeomposable Chan- 
nels with Side Information at the Transmitter 
CMISI channels State Computable Finite State Markovian Inde- 
composable Channels with Side Information at 
the Transmitter 
~m,~ The set of all s t rategy letters f of order m, l. 
K Channel  with side information 
K ~'~ Corresponding associated channel of order m, l, 
defined in Section I I  
u~_~  ~q'+~-~, X ~) The set of all sequences F ~ such thatF~ (S~+~-~) = 
X ~ 
,,(Y~, F ~, S1 m) The set of all sequences S~+l for which 
p{ yn, S~+I I FinS1TM} > 0 
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In this paper we develop an actually eva]uable capacity expression and 
a characterization of the capacity achieving input distribution for a class 
of finite state indecomposable channels with side state information sup- 
plied to the transmitter. Thus  we obtain a means  of generating the 
ensemble f rom which good codes can be selected with high probability. 
As  an application of the main  theorems we prove a particularly simple 
capacity expression for an interesting class of channels, and we show 
that the capacity does not decrease if the side state information is not 
provided. 
We will first define the general class of channels that will be studied 
and review some standard terminology and results. Then,  in Section II, 
we  will state a coding theorem, giving the appropriate capacity expres- 
sion. In Section III, we  will discuss the impossibility of actually carrying 
out the capacity evaluation and therefore of finding the probability 
distribution underlying the ensemble f rom which to select good codes at 
random.  Thus  we will state the prob lem with which  this paper is con- 
cerned. In the same section, a summary  of the results obtained in Sec- 
tions IV  through VI I I  will be given. 
The  operation of a Finite State Strongly Indecomposable  Channe l  
with Side Information at the Transmitter (SISI channel) is specified as 
follows: 
I. By probabilities w(8~+i, y~/sl, xi) that the letter yi C J(b) 1 will 
be received, and the next state will be S~+l C J(h), given that 
the present state was s~ C J(h) and that the letter x~ ~ J(a) 
was transmitted. (The pair s~+l, y~ is independent of all events 
with indices less than i if si and xi are given). 
II. By the provision that state s~ is made known to he transmitter 
after time i -- 1 and can be used in the selection of the letter 
Xi .  
III. By the strong indecomposability consistency eendition on the 
probabilities w( . , . / . , .  ). to be described below. 
Jelinek (1965) proved that SISI channels and their interesting sub- 
class, the Finite State Markovian Indecomposable Channels with Side 
Information at the Transmitter (5~[ISI channels) have a capacity ~ 
whose  difficult to evaluate expression he derived. 
i Throughout  this paper  the  finite set of nonnegat ive  in tegers  {0, ..- , k - 1} 
will be denoted by J(k). 
We will say throughout this paper that a channel has capacity if and only if 
both the direct and the converse parts of the coding theorem can be proven for it. 
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The following definit ions and terminology leading to the statement  of 
the strong indecomposabi l i ty  condit ion will prove useful in the rest of 
the paper.  
DEFINITION (Blackwel l  et al. (1958)) :  A set of stochastic matr ices 3 
et = {A~}i ~ d(h)  is called indecomposable if every finite product  
AI1.A~ . . .  A~, = L is a matr ix  of an indecomposable Mar l ;ov chain 4 
for 
m = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  ij C d (k ) ,  j = 1 , . . . ,m.  (1.1) 
Let  us now decompose the channel probabi l i ty  funct ion into a product  : 
w(s~+l , yi/s~, xi) = q(si+l/s~, xi)t(yi/s~+l , si ,  xi) (1.2) 
In  what  follows we will denote sequences of letters z of length n ending 
at t ime i by  the capital  letter  notat ion Z~ ~ = z~_~+~, •• • , zg, and we 
wiI1 further define Z ~ ~= Z .  ~. 
Consider the sequences Si ~ = (s~-_~+l, . . .  , si) as h-ary numbers and 
represent hem by their  decimal equivalent 
(ri = h°s~ + h~s~_~ + ""  + h~-ls~_m+~ s jc  J (h )  (1.3) 
Thus z can take on values in the set {0, . . .  , h ~ - 1}. 
Define a set of h ~ X h ~ matr ices {r~(x)} x = 0, . . .  , a - 1, whose 
entries v~(¢~ ; ¢4+~/x) are given by  
{qo(S~+~/s~,x) i fcr~+l=h~i 
~',~(~i ; ~+l/x)  = - h'~si-~+l ~, si+l (1.4) 
otherwise 
and using these, generate a new set of h ~ X h "~ matr ices {A~} of size 
exp~ h "~ as follows: 
£,~ C {A~} if and only if for all i = 0, 1, . - .  , h TM -- 1 
the i th  row of A~ is ident ical  with the i th row of (1.5) 
some matr ix  r~(x) ,  x ~ J (a ) .  
We are now ready to state the required strong indecomposabi l i ty  con- 
dit ion : 
DEFINITION. 
A finite state channel is called strongly indecomposable, if the 
transi t ion probabi l i t ies q( - , . / . , .  ) under ly ing the transmis-  
3 See Feller (1957), p. 340. 
A chain is indeeomposable if in the terminology of Feller (1957), p. 349, it 
contains at most one closed state set other than the whole chain itself. 
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sion probabilities w(. , . / . , . )  (see (1.2)) generate sets of 
matrices {An} which are indecomposable for all m = (1.6) 
1, 2, . . . .  I f  at least the set {rl(x)} is indecomposable, then 
the channel is indecomposableJ 
Thomasian (1963) gave a simple finite test by which the indecom- 
posability of a set a can be determined. Jelinek (1965) showed that 
indecomposability of {A1} does not in general guarantee strong in- 
decomposability of the channel. However, "in practice" strong inde- 
composability is determinable because of the following lemma proven by 
Jelinek (1965) :
Let the channel transition probabilities q ( - / . , .  ) be such 
H 
that for every pair x', x C J(a) and every state s there 
exists a state s* (s, s* C J(h)) such that simultaneously 
q(s'/s, x') ~ O, q(s*/s, x") ~ 0 (1.7) 
Then the necessary and sufficient condition for the channel 
to be SISI is that {A1} be a set of indecomposable matrices. 
A MISI channel mentioned above is one satisfying conditions I and II, 
if its transition probabilities q ( . / . , - )  are given by 
q(si+l/s~, x~) = r(s~+l/si) for all x~ C J(a) 
(1.s) 
and si,s~+l C J(h) 
where r ( . / .  ) is a transition function of an indecomposable Markov 
chain. Jelinek (1965) showed that a MISI channel is strongly inde- 
composable. The capacity expressions for MISI channels are usually 
much simpler than those for the corresponding SISI channels. 
II. THE CAPACITY OF SISI CHANNELS 
The capacity expression for SISI channels was given by Jelinek (1964). 
In this section we will state without proof an alternate formula which, 
although at first sight more complicated than the original one, will actu- 
ally be more convenient for our purposes. The proof follows closely that 
of Jelinek (1964). 
Indecomposuble ehunnels were first treated by Bluckwell et al. (1958) who 
started with a complicated definition which they proved (see Theorem 1) to be 
equivalent to that given in (1.6). The strong indecomposability turns out to be a 
natural requirement under which channels with side information will have capac- 
ity, us shown by Jelinek (1964). It is very doubtful that this requirement can be 
weakened. 
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IIx 
Transducer I - 
I 
Channel K 
Fio. 1. Schematic diagram of the derived channel K ~,l 
Let {f} = f,,,z be the complete set of order expa aZh " of strategy func- 
tions which map sequences Sk TM, X~-I into channel input letters xk (where 
k is the time parameter). A block code for SISI and 5.iISI channels is a 
mapping of messages ~ C J (M) in to  sequences of strategy functions 
f C ~m,z. If the sequence is to be transmitted at time t, and the channel 
is governed by the state sequence (st_,,+1, . . .  , st+,~), the letters trans- 
mitted through the channel at time t + i, i = 1, - . -  , n, are given by 
st+~ = fi(st+~ , " "  , st+i-m+1, xt+~-l , " "  , xt+~-~) where by convention 
x0,  • • • , x-z+1 = 0,  • • • , 0. Jelinek (1964) has shown that for capacity 
only sets fro,0 need be considered, but the generality of ~m,t will be useful. 
Using the strategy letters belonging to the set ~m,z, a transducer, and 
the given SISI channel denoted by K, one can construct an associated 
channel K ~'a as in Fig. 1. The inputs to K ~'t are letters f C ~,z, and 
the outputs are signals y C J (b ) .  The transducer contains three shift 
registers: the first has one stage and contains one of the letters f C ~.z, 
the second has m stages, each containing indices s ~ J (h ) ,  and the third 
has l stages, each containing input letters x C J (a ) .  The channel K m'z 
operates as follows: at time k, all transducer registers hift one step to 
the right, rejecting the contents of their rightmost stages. The first 
register is then filled with a particular K ~'~ input fk, the first stage of 
the second register with the present state sk of K, and the first stage of 
the third register with the preceding K-channel input xk_l. The trans- 
m l ducer then puts out the K-input xk = f (S~ , Xk - , )  which is transmitted 
through K. The received signal y~ C J (b )  and the next K-state sk+l are 
then chosen under the law w(sk+~, y~/sk ,  x~) and the next transmission 
interval is about to start. By convention, at the start of the transmission 
process, the first and third registers are filled by zeros while the second 
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register is filled by the - -  most recent states of the channel K. a 
The channel K m'~ has for each n = 1, 2, . - .  a well-defined transmis- 
sion probabil ity law V'(Y~/F ~, $I TM) wheref~ C ~m,z, i = 1, . . .  , n. Let 
Q~(. ) be a probabil i ty distribution over sequences F ~, fi C ~m,~, i = 
1,  • • • , n. The distributions Q~ and V ~ induce a distribution P~ over 
output sequences Y~ of K ~'z. 
Let us now define for every fixed sequence S~ ~, the information rate 
R(n, m, 1/S1 m, Q~) = EQ~ 1 log V~(Y~/F'~' $1'~) (2.1a) 
n PQ'~(Y'/S~ ' ) 
and for M IS I  channels, the rate 
V~(yn/F '~) 
R(n, m, 1/Q ~) = EQ~ 1 log - -  (2.1b) 
n PQ(Y~) 
where the positive integer 1 in the argument on the lefthand side of (2.1) 
implies that  
F ~ = f~, f2 ,  " "  , f~ ,  f~ ~ ~,z  (2 .2 )  
and the probabilities in (2.1b) are obtMned by averaging the corre- 
sponding ones in (2.1a) with respect to the stat ionary distributions 
r ($1 ~) of the underlying Markov chain. 
TREOR~ 1. The capacity 2 of S IS I  channels is given by 
C = lira lim max rain R(n, m, 1/S1 "~, Q') (2.3~) 
for any l ~0. The expression (2.3a) can be simplified for M IS I  channels to 
read: 
C = lira lira max R (n, m, l/Q ~) (2.3b) 
I I I .  THE PROBLEM OF CAPACITY COMPUTATION AND A 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Inspecting Theorem 1, let us observe that  for every l, m, ~nd n 
max rain R(n, m, 1/S1 ~, Q'~) 
Qn H1 m (3.0/ 
<= max rain R(n, m + u, 1 -~ XST +~, Q~) 
Qn sm+p 
where u, ~ = 1, 2, • • • . When faced with the problem of computing C, one 
ought to make use of the monotonicity arising from the above inequali- 
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ties so as to converge to the limit as fast as possible. Intuitively, a good 
way to approach C might be to compute the expressions 
C(n, m) & max min -1 R(n, m, m -- 1/$1 m, Q'~) (3.1) 
Qn ~qlru 
for judiciously increasing values of m and n. How large the integers m 
and n must be to assure that (3.1) approximates C sufficiently closely 
is a problem which would best be handled by giving a formula bounding 
the difference between (3.1) and C, as Wolfowitz (1963) has done. 
Alternately, one could in practice proceed in a purely intuitive man- 
ner, compute (3.1) for a sequence of values m and n, and stop when 
the differences between successive computed values become appropri- 
ately smM1. One must bear in mind that no engineer would ever attempt 
to design a communication system whose transmission rate would ex- 
ceed, say, ninety-five percent of C. On the other hand, it is very impor- 
tant to discover what the desirable values of m and I are (they determine 
the type of strategy letters used), and what the optimizing distribution 
Q1 n is, since it is this information which allows construction of good 
codes. ~ 
Consider now the problem of evaluating (3.1) for a fixed m and n. 
The size of the alphabet fm,~-i s exp~ h~a ~-1, and therefore the maximi- 
zation must be carried out with respect o exp~ nh'~a m-~ variables. Even 
if we were able to restrict the optimal distributions to the factorable, 
stationary class satisfying 
e'~(f~, . . .  ,f~) = f lQ( f~)  for all f~ C f ...... ~ (3.2) 
i= i  
the number of variables would still be exp~ h'~a m-~ (note that for m = 2, 
h = 2, a = 2 the number of variables is 28 = 256). No high speed elec- 
tronic computer is equal to this task. At the same time one cannot escape 
the sneaking suspicion, or better, the hope, that 
C = lira C(n, 1) (3.3) 
I t  is the aim of this paper to find methods by which the evaluation 
6 With the advent of Sequential Decoding (Wozencraft and Reiffen, 1961) the 
force of the objection raised against random codes concerning the need for ex- 
ponentially growing code books has weakened. Of course, it has not been proven 
that efficient sequential decoding is possible for the present channels, although the 
author believes that it is so for the CSISI channels discussed below. Indeed. this 
will be the subiect of the author's future research. 
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of (3.1) can be considerably simplified, and to determine a subclass of 
SISI channels for whieh (3.3) actually holds. It turns out that for this 
subclass, called state computable SISI channels (for definition see (5.1)), 
the optimizing probabilities Q~ (see (3.1)) are actually factorable as in 
(3.2), and that m = 1. 
Furthermore, it is shown that the optimal distribution Q( ) is a 
function of only ah parameters and not of a h parameters as would seem 
apparent. Thus C(n, 1) can actually be evaluated in practice. This is 
the only known ease of nonsymmetrie channels with memory for which 
the optimal ensemble of codes ean be determined! 
We conclude the paper by applying our results to the State Com- 
putable, Indecomposable, Aperiodic, "Galois" Additive Noise Channel 
(see Fig. 3) defined at the beginning of Section VIII of this paper. We 
prove an extremely simple capacity expression for this channel in 
Theorem 8 and show that this capacity does not deerease if state infor- 
mation is not provided to the transmitter. 
IV. DECOMPOSITION OF THE RATE R(n,  m, m - 1/$1 m, Qi '~) 
In order to better place in evidence the difficulties concerning the 
evaluation of the expression (3.1) we wish to decompose the rate 
R(n, m, m - 1/Si '~, Qi'~). 
Given the measure Q~, define the probabilities 
P*(X~/S~ +'~-1) = , ,+~ Q"(F"); f~ E f . . . .  1 (4.0) 
ff(S n m-1,X ) 
where the set ~Y(S~ +m-l, X ~) consists of all sequences F ~ such that 
F~(S~ +'~-~) = XL 
Tt~OR~M 2. I f  Q~(. ) is the distribution over the input° to the channel 
K m''~-I derived from a S IS I  channel K, then ~ 
R(n, m, m -- 1/Si m, Qi ~) Jr- EQ~logP{S~+i/F ~, Y~, Si m} 
(4.1) 
= Ep.I[Y~; X ~, S~+~/S~"] + Ep. log Pc(S~+~/X ~, S~ m) 
where the expectations on the right-hand side of (4.1) are computed as if 
the probabilities (4.0) governed the selection of the input sequences X ~ to K, 
and the probability function Pc( S~+~/X ~, S~ '~) is given by s 
v The information function I[. ;.] used throughout this paper is the usual one 
defined in (2.16), (2.20), and (2.21) of Fano (1961). 
s The function Pc(S~+jXG S i  '~) is equal to the probabil ity of the state se- 
quence S~+~ , given that the initial state was Sa "~ and that the input sequence X - 
fed into the channel was selected independently of the state sequence. For dis- 
cussion and use of a similar probabil ity function, see Jelinek (1963), Section II. 
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Pc(s~+l/x ~, &~) = ~[ q(~i+i/8~, x5 (4 .2 )  
i=1  
Proof: We have by definition (2.1) and by equation (2.117) of Fano 
(1961) :
R(n,  m, m - 1/$1 ~, Q") = EQ.I[Y"; F"/SI  "~] 
= EQ.I[Y"; F ,  S,+~/S~ ] (4.3) 
n n O n n -- E~.log P{S~+I/F , Y'~, $1 '~} + EQ~ log ~ {S=+~/F , SI ~} 
where we remark again, S~ ~ is considered to be a fixed sequence and the 
averaging operation EQ, is conducted over the random variables F ", 
Y", and S~+i. 
Using the decomposition (1.2) we will now examine various probabili- 
ties appearing in (4.3), mindful of the fact that by convention 
X~ -1 = O, "-" ,0. 
P{Y~, F ~, S~+~/S(  ~} Q~(F ~) q(si+,/s, f,[ ~ ~, Xi-1 ])m--1 
i=1 (4 .4 )  
m 7m--1 • t(yi/s~+l, si ,  f~[Si , Xi-1 ]) 
p{y~/F  ~, ~+m ~ S ~n l } = t(y~/si+x, sl, fi[ ~m, X~-,m-ll) (4.5) 
i=1 
• P{Y~, S:+I/F", S, m} (4.6) 
n n i= l  Sn+I ,X  
' r .  * /  ~ (xi+m--1 • t'~ ~x~/~ , X ~) 
where we made use of the definition (3.3) and observed that since 
Fn~On+m~ m m - i  . ~ m = . . . 
Xn-1) ,  f l [  1 , x~- l ] ]  [Xn ,  , Xl] ~0~+~ = [A(S~ , . .  , 
where X{ -~ = 0, . . .  , 0, then 
P (X /S ,+~ ) = ~_ l~ (x~/~ , Ai-i~-i~ (4.7) 
i=1  
~ ]~ ~ ~ ~- i  P{S,+~/F , S~ ~} = ~.~ q(s~+~/s~ ,f[ ~ , X~-I]) (4.8) 
i=1 
Observing Chat the products on the right-hand sides of (4.4), (4.5), and 
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cr:.r~n+m (4.8) have the same value for all F ~ E ~[-~+1, Xn], the following rela- 
tions will hold: 
EQn I[Yn; F n, snn+i/S1 m] = Ep* I[yn; F n, Snn+l/S1 m] 
k , x .~P .* (x .i,<~+m-1 = ~ w(s~+~,>ls~ ,, , ,~ ._ ,  ,x ')  
z~+l.x~.,~ ~=1 (4.9) 
t(y~/si+l , si , x¢) log 1-1  
P ~ {&+~/xL am} EQ~ log {S +~/F ~, S1 ~} = Ee. log P 
2[ 'P  *'x = ~ q(si+l/si, x~j i ~ i/~i'°~+~-1, X¢) (4.10) S~+ I ,X n i=1 
log ~[  q(si+l/si , x~) 
i=l 
Equation (4.1) then follows directly from (4.3), (4.9), and (4.10). 
Q.E.D. 
It  follows from (2.3b) that for MISI channels the interesting informa- 
tion quantity is given by (2.1b) instead of (2.1a). We will now see that 
(2.1b) has Mso a very interesting decomposition. 
COROLI,ARY. I f  Q~(. ) is the distribution over the inputs to the channel 
K . . . .  ~ derived from a IV[ISI channel K, then 
- -  ~ ~ qn+ml~rrn R(n ,m,m 1/Q1 n) +EQ~mgt ' / -~+l /X  ,F  ~} 
(4.11) 
z~+'~l (n + m)H(s" /s ' )  H(s)  = E~,,I[Y'~; X , , o ,~+l  j - -  
where the expectation on the right-hand side of (4.11) is computed as if the 
probabilities (4.0) governed the selection of input sequences X ~ to K, and 
where H (s) (H (s" /s') ) is the (conditional) entropy of the Markov chain 
underlying K. 9 
Proof: Comparing (4.11) with (4.1) and (4.3), it is clear that the 
crux of the matter lies in showing that 
~+m F ~ = _ EQ, log P{S ~/ } (n + m)H(s" /s ' )  -- H(s)  (4.12) 
The remaining steps of the decomposition (4.11) are essentially those of 
the proof of Theorem 2 and will be left as an exercise for the reader. But 
for MISI  channels 
The needed entropies are defined in (2.89) and (2.96) of Fano (1961). 
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P' ~+'* /F '~ = P{ $1TM} P{ S~ +I/ F '~, ~.~1 m} 1 ~n+l  / I 
(4.13) 
i= l - -m 
the last equality following from (4.8) and (1.8). Hence 
~( un÷mlFn i  EQ,~ log s t  ~,~+11 
8n +m i=l--m i=l--m 
n4-1 
= (n + m) ~ ~(s')r(J/s') logr(J/s') + ~ r(s) logr(s) 
which proves (4.12). Q.E.D. 
V. t~EDUCTION OF THE NUMBEP~ OF MAXIMIZATION 
VAI%IABLES: STATE COMPUTABLE CI-IANNELS 
Consider now the decomposition (4.1). If the second term on the 
lefthand side vanished one could evaluate (3.1) by maximizing only 
over the probabilities (4.0). This, as discussed in Section III, would 
reduce enormously the number of variables, provided the construction 
constraints imposed on the measure P* by the definition (4.0) could be 
easily handled. We will prove below that no constraints need actually 
be imposed when the distribution leading to capacity is desired. 
Let us define the State Computable SISI channels (CSISI channels) 
as those whose transmission function satisfies: 
w(si+l, yi/s~, x~) = p(yl /s i ,  x~)7(si+l/y~, si, xi) (5.0) 
where 7( ' / ' ,  ", ") is either zero or one. That is, for CSIS[ channels 
there exists a function g (., -, .) mapping tripplets (y, s, x), y C J(b), 
s C J(h),  x E J(a) into the alphabet J (h) ,  and ~° 
7(s~+l/yi , sl , xi) = 5(s~+1, g(y~ , x~ , sl) ) (5.1) 
THEOREM 3. For a S IS I  channel the relation 
EQ. log P{S~+~/F n, Y'~, S~ ~} = 0 (5.2) 
holds for all distributions Q~ (.)  and all fixed S~ ~ if and only if the channel 
is state computable ( CSIS I ) .  
~0 The symbol  ~ denotes the I~ronecker ~-function defined over p~irs of integers : 
~(v, w) = if v ~ w. 
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Proof: It is clear that (5.2) holds if and only if 
P{ ° n S~+I/F , Y~, $1 m} = 1 whenever P{ S ~+'~ n 1,F,Y~} >0 (5.3) 
Thus for all, F ~ such that Q~(F ~) > 0, 
P{ Y'~, S~+I/F ~, $1 ~} = ~ P{ Y'~, S~+I/F n, $1 m} (5.4) 
8n  + 
whenever the lgt-hand side exceeds zero. Let ~(Y~, F', $1 ~) be the set 
of all sequences S~+1 for which (5.4) is positive. Note that ~ may be 
empty. In any case, the summation on the fight-hand side of (5.4) may 
be carried out over sequences S~1 E ¢(yn, F ~, $1~) only. Iterating (5.4) 
once we get that 
P{Y', S~+I/F', S~ ~} = I]~(Y~, F~, S~)][P{Y ", S~+,/F', S~ '~} (5.5) 
where 1]~][ denotes the number of elements in ¢. It follows from (5.5) 
that 
[t~(Y~' F~' S~m)II = {~ if P{ Y~/F~' >0 (5.6) 
Now since we wish (5.2) to held for all Q~ then we must have for all 
fixed X ~ 
n 
P{Y~, S~+I/X ~, 81 '~} = ~Ip(y~/si, xl)~'(Si~l/y¢, si, x~) > 0 (5.7) 
i=1  
if and only if S~+~ E ~(Y', X ~, SI~). It follows therefore that for all 
admissible tripplets (y~, sn, x~), 
.y(s~+i/y, , s~ , x,) C {0, 1} (5.8) 
Since (5.8) must hold for all n, X ~, and all initial states S, ~, then 
whenever (5.2) holds, (5.1) holds as well because if a triplet 
(y~*, s~*, x~*) is not obtainable by the channel, the performance of the 
latter is invariant o any changes in the distribution y(s~+~/y,~*, s~*, x,*) 
Therefore -~ may be assumed to satisfy (5.8). 
We shall leave the proof that (5.1) implies (5.2) as a simple exercise 
for the reader. Q.E.D. 
We will devote the rest of this paper to CSISI channels and to their 
CMISI subclass. It should be noted that although (5.1) is quite restric- 
tive, it is not crippling. Its effect is that the receiver, if it decodes cor- 
rectly, will be in the possession of the state sequence, provided it has 
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identified somehow the initial state $1 m. If $1 m is not known, there will 
always be an element of uncertainty about the state sequence; it could 
be removed with as high a probability as desired if the first word trans- 
mitted were to identify S j  '~. 
It might be pointed out that (5.1) is less restrictive than Shannon's 
(1957) conditions for finite state channels and the conditions of Wolfo- 
witz (1961) for indecomposable channels. In both of these works the 
output is assumed to identify the state uniquely. The CSISI channels 
are closely related to the lossless two-way channels of Jelinek (1963). 
It  now follows from (5.2), (4.1) and (4.1.a) that for CSISI channels 
R(n, m, m - 1/$1TM, Qm) 
n m p rt = Ep.I[Y~; X '~, S~+l/& ] + E~,. log c(S,~+I/X '~, SI m) 
[H~=I ~( 81+1/8i , Xi)][Hn=I Pig ( x i /S~ +m-l, X i) 
• p(y,/xi ,  si)'r(si+l/y,, si, *,)] 
= Ee. log []-I~=~ q(si+~/s~ * i+~-1 i * ,x,)e, (x~/& ,X ) IP  {F /S t '}  (5.9) 
= Ee, log l~Ii~ p(y~/xl, s~)'l(si+i/y~, s¢, xi) 
P*{ y~/&.,} 
= E,,,  log P~(I~/xn' &'~) & Ep, Ie[Y'~; X'~/SI m] 
p,{ y~/&m} 
where (5.1) was used, and n 
Pc(Y'~/X'~, S~ '~) = ]-I p(y~/x~, s~), 
i=1 (5.10) 
Si+l = g(yl, x~, si) i = 1, 2, • • • , n -- 1. 
Therefore CSISI channels are information lossless in the sense of Section 
IV, Jelinek (1963). 
It  now follows from (5.9) and (3.1) that when seeking to compute 
C(n, m) by maximizing (5.9) over all distributions Q~, (see Lemma 2 and 
Theorem 1), one could maximize instead over distributions P*, pro- 
vided there corresponds to every P* some constructible Q~ satisfying 
(4.0). That this is so will be shown by the use of Theorem 4 whose proof 
is given in the appendix, and of Theorem A, identical with Theorem 1 
of Jelinek (1964). 
n The function Pc(Y'~/X ,~, S~ ~) is equal to the probability of receiving Y% 
given that the input sequence X ~ fed into the channel was selected independently 
of the state sequence, and that the initial state was S, '~. 
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TI-IEOREM 4. Let {qr(" )}, r C J (g )  be any set of probability functions 
a--1 
qr(x) = 1, qr(x) _-> o 
$=0 
and let ~ = {f} be the complete set o] size a g mapping integers {0, • " • , g - 11 
into integers {0, . . .  , a - 1}. There is an algorithm by which it is possible 
to construct a distribution P ( . )  over If} such that the equations 
qr(x) = ~ P ( f )  (5.11) 
f~f ( r )=x  
are satisfied for all r = O, . . .  ,g -  1 and x = O, . . .  , a -  1. The 
resulting distribution P ( . )  will have nonzero values Jbr at most 
[(a - 1)g + 1] of its a g different possible arguments. 12
TH~.ORnM A. I f  the inputs x~ to the channel K at time i = 1, . . .  , n 
~mi- - l ]  are determined by functions f i  C ~i ,~ i -1  x~ =f[S~. i , .~i - l  j where 
m~ , . . .  , mn is some sequence of positive integers, and i f  the sequences of 
functions F ~ are selected with probability Q~'(. ), then x~ will depend on a 
fixed length sequence (St ~, X~_I) 18 of past states and inputs if and only if 
Q~ is factorable: 
Q~(F~) = IX  Q~(f~) (3 .2 )  
where Qi , i = 1, . . .  , n is a sequence of distributions over f i  C ~i,~i-1.  
I f  Q~ is factorable, then P* defined in (4.0) satisfies 
n 
p*  . ~+~-I * ~i (5.12) 
. mi--1 where the conventwn Xo = (0, • • • , 0) is observed, and the distributions 
P~* are given by 
p.*~x./.u'~i vmi-la , ,~  Qi(f) (5.13) 
if[Si i,X i i] 
where ff[S'~ i, X'~ i] is the set of all f l  E ~ i ,m~l  such that fi(S~i i, X~--[ 1) = 
Xi ,  
The fo l lowing conclus ions may now be drawn:  Because  of (5.12) and 
12 The algorithm proven in the Appendix will provide a wide freedom of choice 
for the function P(. ). In fact if q~(x) > 0 then P(f) can be positive for any subset 
of those f having the property f(r) = x. 
~3 I.e., a and fl are some fixed integers which depend upon the sequence 
m~ , . . .  , m, , but are independent of i and m. 
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Theorem 4, one can maximize (5.9) over probabilities (4.7) and having 
obtained the optimal sequence PI*,..., P~*, find the sequence 
Q1, "'" , Q~ satisfying: 
p ,  . . . .  ~+m-1 Xi-1) = +~ Qi(f), f ef~+'~-I'i-1 (5.14) 
i ~X i /k~i  , ~[S~ - -1,Xi]  
and thus generate the ensemble from which to pick good codes. On the 
other hand, defining the set (gn "~ of all distributions P* satisfying 
P~vx~/& , X m-*~ g (X /S ,~ ) = ** i-~ j (5.15) 
i= l  
it also follows from Theorem 1 and (5.9) that the capacity C of CSISI 
channels is given by 
C = Iim t max min -1 Ep, fc[Y~; X~/S~]  (5.16) 
n- '~P*E(gn  ~ Sire n 
VI. THE CAPACITY OF CSISI AND CMISI CHANNELS 
The evalual~ion of the braced expression in (5.16) for any fixed m 
and n[normally m < n] would then involve maximization over (ah) ~ 
variables which compares favorably with the exp~ nhr~a~-~ variables 
involved in computing (3.1), but is still enormous. 
Define the set W~ c®~ of all distributions P* satisfying 
* n n4-m--1 T -~ P -{ - (x  / ,~  m m--i P (X /S ,~ )= ,~. , ~_~ ,X~-~) ,  x~ C J (a ) , s~ J(h) (6.1) 
where P+( . / . , - )  is some distribution independent of i, and 
q(si+l/si x~)P+(x~/Si '~, ,~-1 , X~-I) is a transition probability of an inde- 
eomposable Markov chain. If in (5.16) one could replace 5~ ~ by %VZ, 
one would reduce the number of variables in the braced expression of 
(5.16) to (ah) '~. This, in fact, is one of the results of the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5. The capacity 2 C of CS IS I  channels is given by the ex- 
pression 
1 
C = lira lira max - Ep Ic[Y~; X~/S~]  (6.2) 
m ~c¢ n~ c~ pC~n r~ n 
where the set %~ was defined in (6.1), and $1 ~ is any initial stale. Thus 
for fixed m and n the maximization in (6.2) involves (ah ) ~ variables. 14 









FIG. 2. A discrete, stationary channel with finite memory driven by a Markov 
source. 
Proof: We start out with expression (5.16) from which the mini- 
mizing operation has been dropped. This is justified by the strong 
indecomposability (and thus ergodicity) of the channel which insures 
that for any e > 0, n sufficiently large, fixed m, and a factorable Q~, 
1 EQ~ Ie[Y~; X~/ST +] - -  1 E~ Ic[Y~; X~/S1 "~§] < e (6.3) 
!n n 
where ST + and S~ § are any two possible initial states 15 (see the dis- 
cussion in the proof of Theorem 1 based on results of Blackwell et al. 
(1958)). 
Consider now a given CSISI channel driven by a stochastic source 
which generates at time i the input x i with probability Pi (xi/S~ m, Xi~l). 
This source-channel network is completely equivalent to the one of Fig. 
2. There the discrete stationary channel with finite memory char- 
acterized by the transmission probability 
P{ Y~/S ~+~, X ~} = f i  t(y~/s~+~ , s~ , x~) (6.4) 
i= l  
is driven by a stochastic source which generates at time i the channel 
inputs (si+~, x~) with probability 
X ~r~. m- -1  m x~_~ ) , x~)P~(s~/S, , xT~ ~) (6.5) U~(s~+l ,  ~/& , = q(s~+~/s~ 
(see definition (1.2)). Zaregradski (1957) proves a general theorem on 
probability distributions giving capacity for one-way stationary channels 
with finite memory and in the process of doing so obtains the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA A. Let a stationary, finite memory channel be defined and con- 
selected in (6.2), one may construct a distribution Qsatisfying (5.13) and having 
at most (a - 1)a "~-~ h '~ + 1 nonzero values, which can be used in the manner of 
(3.2) to give a distribution Q~ that generates good codes with high probability. 
~5 The factorability (see (3.2)) of Q~ induces a distribution P belonging to the 
set (B, '~ (see (5.15)) and is a crucial condition for the satisfaction of (6.3). 
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sider any distribution P" ( .  ) of sequences of length n of input lette~°s x
M- 
which results in the average mutual information Ep~l - I (yn ;  X'~). 
n 
Given any e > 0 there exists an integer N ( e ) such that one can derive from 
P" ( . )  a stationary and ergodic distribution Po'~ ( . )  with the result that for 
all n > N(e), 
i 1 _ i Ev,, - I (Y~;  X ") --  Fp,,, 1 i (y~;  X ~) I < e (6.6) 
n n ] 
The distribution P/ '  ( .)  is obtained from P" (-) by use of an algorithm 
stated ~n Zaregradski's paper, which, if applied to the probabilities of 
fcrm (6.2), would yield an n-sequence probability 
r S ~'e( n+l  , Xn , " " " , 82 ~ Xl , Sl) 
(6.7) 
- -  U~(s .~,  x .~_~,  • • • , s~,  x~,  Sl) II U(s~+~,  x~/S~m, X~-~-~) 
i~m 
where 
U(s i+ l ,  x i /S i  , ,.-1 m Xi -1  ) = q(s i+ l / s l ,  x i )Pe" (x i /S i  m, X i  m) (6 .8 )  
The probabilities PJ '  in (6.8) are functions of the probabilities 
Ui, i = 1, . . .  , n of (6.5) and make (6.8) an ergodic Marker chain. 
The probabilities U~(s,,, xm-1, . ." , x l ,  sl) of (6.7) are then the 
stationary probabilities of the chain (6.8). 
Our task is to maximize E(1 /n) Ic [Y~;X~/S~ ' ] over the distributions 
derived from (6.5) with the restriction that S~ ~ is fixed and by con- 
vention X~ -~= (0 , . - . ,  0). Zaregradski's lemma says that if one 
always started the stochastic source and the channel in its stationary 
state (i.e., by generating (S~ ~, X~ -~) with the stationary state proba- 
bility) and if one tried to maximize E(1 /n) I [Y~;  X'] ,  one could do so 
by considering distributions in WZ only, and reach the same limit when 
n -~ m, as if one were maximizing over 53~ . 
First note that, because of (6.3), for n sufficiently large, 
1 I '~ 1 - E c[Y ; X~/S~ ] - - EIc,[Y~; X ~] 
n n i 
I P[S~ r~, g~, X~]P[S~ m] 
< - E log n P[S~/X~]P[S~m/X~] + e (6.9) 
< __2mlog h + e 
n 
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the last inequality following from a well known property of entropies of 
distributions with h 2~ elements. The input distribution over which the 
expectations in (6.9) are evaluated is one satisfying (6.5) where the 
convention X~ -1 = (0, . . .  , 0) is still adhered to. Relation (6.9) holds 
regardless of the stochastic rule with which S: ~ is selected. Suppose now 
that some set of probabilities P<{z~/S<, m-: X~-:} ,  i=  1 ,2 , - - . ,n  is 
given. Using these and the rule q(s<+:/s~, x~) it is possible to determine 
through Zaregradski's algorithm the distribution PJ'(x</S< '~, Xi-:m-:). 
Using the latter in the expression (6.8) one can find the probabilities 
P/ ' (xyS  j, XJ-:), j = 1 , - . . ,  m - 1, and the probability q(s~) such 
that 
Ue(s~ , x,~-l , "'" , s2 , x: , s:) 
~-1 (6.10) 
= q(8:) I I  q(ss+~/s~, zj)P~ (xHS, 
j= :  
where (6.10), as indicated, is the stationary probability of the chain 
(6.8). Denoting by Ep the expectation with respect o the probabilities 
(6.5) and by Ep,, the expectation with respect to the algorithm con- 
structed probabilities, it follows from (6.6), (6.9), and (6.3) that for n 
sufficiently large, 
:- E~ z~[Y~; xvs l  ~] - ~- ~.  z~[Y~; xVs:~I  
n n 
(6.11) 
< 2e +2mlogh-F  ~ loga  
~b n 
where the last term on the right of (6.11) allows the removal of the 
convention X; "-~ = (0, . . .  , 0) effeeted by the ergodic source governed 
by (6.7) and (6.10). The conclusion (6.2) then follows from (5.16), the 
first paragraph of the proof, bound (6.11), and the fact that the dis- 
tribution P~ underlying (6.7) belongs to W~ TM. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. The capacity 2C of CMIS I  channels is given by:: 
C = lim lira max 1 E~ I[Y~; X ~, S~ +~-1] - H(s" /s ' )  (6.12) 
m->~ n~ pE~n m ~b 
Proof: The result (6.12) follows directly from (4.11), (5.2), (5.9), 
(6.2), and the fact that 
lira F n -k- m H(s" /s ' )  - -  -1H(s )~ = H(s" /s ' )  Q.E.D. (6.13) 
n~ k n n A 
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VII. THE SIMPLEST CAPACITY EXPRESSION FOg CSISI 
CHANNELS 
In Section i I I ,  the remark was made that one is tempted to con- 
jecture that C = l im~C(n ,  1). We will now explore this question for 
CSISI channels. 
In Theorem 5 we have shown that to find the capacity of CSISI 
channels one must compute the quantities 
max Ep 1_ ic(y~; X~/SI,~) (7.1) 
PE~m n n 
px  ~ Sn +,~-1 for various n and m. The input probability distribution { / ~ } 
m.f  belongs to the set W~ 1 it satisfies (6.1). In that case it gives rise to an 
ergodic Markov chain M with transition probabilities indicated by (6.8). 
m m--1 The stationary probabilities of M-states (S~ , X~-I ) will be denoted by 
X~-~ ). U(Si , m-i 
Let Mo be called the collapsed source with respect o M, if its transi- 
tion probabilities are 
m--2 --2 
q(si-1/si, xi)Po(zi/si) ~ ~-~' i-~ U(s~+~ s~ S~-l ,x i  X~21) (7.2) 
S i-m , ~--11) 
I t  is clear from (6.8) that the right-hand side of (7.2) will indeed be 
factorable as indicated, and that the defined function Po(x~/s~) will be 
a probability measure 
Po(xi/si) = 1, Po(xi/sl) >= 0 for all si C J (h) .  
z i  
LEMMA 4. For all CS IS I  channels 
lim 1 Ep, log Pc( Y'~/X ~, S~ m) 
= lira 1_ Eeo. log Pf (yn /x  n, Sl m) (7.3) 
= ~_, p(y/s,  x)P(x,  s) log p(y/s, x) 
~.~.~ 
where Po* are the conditional probabilities (7.2) underlying the source 
Mo '~ collapsed with respect o an ergodic source M* based on the probabilities 
P*, Pc is given in (5.10), and p(y/s,  x) and P(x, s) are defined in (3.4) 
and (7.7), respectively. 
Proof: From (5.10), (6.8), and the definition of sequence S~+~ =
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~(Y", X ", $1 m) shown to be unique in the proof of Theorem 3, we have 
for CSISI channels 
1 E, .  log Pc(Y~/X ~, $1 m) 1 E I I  t(y~/s,+l, s~ x~) 
n n xnyn  i=1  
n 
'~ X~-I ) log I I  p(y,/S,, X~) • U(s i+ l ,  x i /S~ , 1  
i=1 (7.4) 
= _1 X f I  
n j= l  xny  n i= l  
• log p(yi/sj, xi) 
where the convention X~ -1 = (0, . . -  , 0) is adhered to, and S~+1 = 
¢(Y'~, X ~, Slm). It  follows from (5.4) that we can sum the right-hand 
side of (7.4) over all sequences S~+1 and leave the result unchanged. 
Having also summed out some obviously unnecessary variables, we can 
write 
1_ Ep, log Pc ( Y~/X "~, $1 m) 
n 
(7.5) 
_ 1 ~ ~ p(yk/Sk, xk)P{z~, ~/Sl ~} log p(y~/8~, ) 
~b k~l  xk,yk,sk 
where the probabilities P{xk, sk/S/~} are defined by 
m ~ * m m--1 X~-i ) P (xk/Sk , 
~-i  (7.6) 
" H C(s i+1 m m--1 , , 2Ci) , Z i+ l /S i  , Xk -1) t (y l / s i+ l  si 
i~ l  
Now notice that the t-function in (7.6) will be replaced by unity if 
the summation over yk-~ is carried out. Next, since M* is ergodic, the 
probabilities (7.6) approach a stationary limit independent of $1~: 
P{xk, sk/S/~} --> P(xk, sk) aS /c--> ~ (7.7) 
Finally, it follows directly from the definition (7.2) of the collapsed 
chain Mc* that also 
k--1 
Po{xk, skiS1 m} = ~, Po*(xk/sk) I I  q(s~+l/S~, x,)Po*(X,/Si) 
~k-~,~=~ ,=1 (7.s) 
---> P (x~ , sk) as  ]~---> 
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and thus  as n -~  ~,  
1 Ev. log Pc( Y~/X ~, $1 m) = 1 EP0.log p~(y~/x ~, &,,~) 
n n (7.9) 
---+ Y]~ p(y/s, x)P(x, s) log p(y/s, x) 
.~,y,8 
where P(x, s) is defined in (7.7). Q.E.D. 
Now consider the following: 
DEFINITION. Let a CSISI channel be called regular, if for all condi- 
tioned distributions P* E W,"  and m - 1, 2, .-- , their corresponding 
collapsed istributions Po*, and &~, 
_ _1 Ev. log P* {Y"/S~ m} <= - 1_ Evo* log Po* {y,/&m} (7.10) 
n n 
As a matter of fact, the author conjectures that all CSISI channels are 
regular, but he has not been able to prove it. Consideration of Fig. 2 
shows that if one were able to demonstrate hat for discrete, memoryless 
oneway channels without side information an input source memory 
reduction increases the output entropy, (7.10) would follow. All that 
is known at this time is that output entropy increases if source memory 
is completely eliminated. 18
THEOREM 6. For all regular CSIS[ channels, the capacity 2 is given by 
C = lira max ~ ~ p(y/s, x)P(x, s) log p(y/s, x) 
n ~ PC%~n I [_x,y,s 
(7.11) 
1 "1 
Ep log P { Y"/&" } | 
/b J 
where p(y/s, x) and P(x, s) are defined in (5.0) and (7.7), respectively. 
Hence for any n the maximization on the right-hand side of (7.11) in- 
volves, for such channels, at most ha variables, and good codes can be con- 
structed from alphabets of size (a -- 1) h + 1 of functions f C ~1,o. 
Proof: The theorem follows from the definition of regularity by 
direct application of Theorems 4 and 5, and of Lemma 4 after the 
observation that 
1 Ep Ie[Y~; X"/S1 m] = -- 1_ Er log P{ Y~/S1 ~} 
n n 
(7.12) 
+ 1 Ep log Pc(Y~/X ~, &m) Q.E.D.  
n 
16 See Fano (1961), Section 5.2. 
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A CSISI channel for which regularity can be proved is one in which the 
output letter directly implies the state: i.e., there is a function g which 
maps outputs y C J (b ) into states s C J (h ) such that 
~op(yl/s~ , x~) if Si+l ~ g(yl) W(81+l , yi/s~, x~) --- - -  i f  s~+l ~ g(y~) (7 .13)  
It  should be noted that the indecomposable channels treated in section 
6.6 of Wolfowitz (1961) have the property (7.13). 
TI-IEOI~ElVi 7. A CSISI channel whose transmission function satisfies 
(7.13) is regular. 
Proof: We have 
PIY~/Slm} ~ ~I P(Y~/g(Y~-I) x~)r(x~/G(Y~-~), '~-~ _- , m X~- ,  ) (7 .14)  
an i~1 
where G(YI~-~) = g(yl-i), " -  , g(yi-~) and by definition g(Yi) = sj+~, 
j = -m + 1, . . -  ,0, and X~ -1 = (0, -.- , 0) as usual. 
Now if the channel is fed by the collapsed source Pe (x~/si) (see (7.2)), 
we get 
Poi Y'/S~ '~} = ~ f i  p(yi/g(yi-1), xi) Po(x,/g(yi-l)  
x n i=1 
-~ H (E  p(yl/g(Yi--1), xi)Po(xi /g(yi-1) )) (7 .15)  
i=1 xl 
= Poly~/s~}  PlY~/Y~-I} 
i~2 
Denoting Po{yl/sll by Pelyl/yol where sl = g(yo), we can write 
Se, log Po{ Y~/S~ '~} - Ee log P{ Y~/S~ } 
= ~ lee 0 log Po(y~/y~-~) - Ep log P{y~/Y~, S~}] (7.16) 
i=1 
Because of the way P0 is obtained from P (see (7.2)), the bracketed 
terms in the sum (7.16) are given by 
Polyl/yi-~} < 
E"z.K[p{ y~/s~ m} log p{y~/y,_~, S ~ } _- (7.17) 
. p y~- i  ~ = [Pe(y~/y~-~) { /S~ } -- P{Y~/S~'~}] 0 
y~ 


















F~o. 3. The  state computable,  indecomposable,  aperiodic, Galois additive 
noise channel. 
Substituting (7.17) into (7.16) we see that (7.!0) holds. Q.E.D. 
VIII. THE CAPACITY OF STATE COMPUTABLE, INDECOMPOSABLE, 
APERIODIC "GALOIS" ADDITIVE NOISE CHANNELS 
We would now like to apply the preceding results to the state com- 
putable, indecomposable, aperiodic "Galois" additive noise channel 
with side information, diagrammed in Fig. 3. 
The inputs x and outputs y belong to a finite alphabet J (a). The 
Markov source consists of a finite state indecomposable, aperiodic 
Markov chain with a function ~ which maps the states s 6 J (h) into 
source outputs z 6 J(b), b < a, constituting the channel noise. The 
function ~ satisfies the following restriction relative to the chain: 
There exists a function g, known to the receiver, which 
maps pairs [s~-l, ~(si)] into the state si, where si is any (8.1) 
state which has a nonzero probability of being reached by 
the chain directly after the state si_1. 
The  point of (8.1) is, of course, that the immediately preceding state 
and the chain output identify the present state that caused the output. 
The  channel operates as follows: at given time intervals the chain 
changes state f rom si to si+1 ; the state s~ is made known to the trans- 
mitter wh ich  then selects an input z~ for transmission. The  selected x~ 
is added modu lo  a to the noise zi -- ¢(s~+i) and the sum is received as 
yl [i.e., y~ = xi @ ~(s~+1)/mod a]. The  present channel belongs clearly 
to the class of CMIS I  channels, and thus all of the preceding results 
apply. 
THEOREM 8. The capacity 2 C of state computable, indecomposable, 
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aperiodic "Galois" additive noise channels with state information at the 
transmitter does not decrease if the state information is not provided. 
In either case 
C = log a -- H(s"/s ')  (8.2) 
where H (s" /s') is the entropy u of the underlying chain. 
Proof: We have shown in the corollary to Theorem 5 that the capacity 
must be given by (6.12). Let 
n n - [ -~  p(x  /&+~ ) = (1/~)" 
O~-{-m /or all sequences X ~ and o~+1. Since 
P{ Y" /X  '~, ,.,,~+~'~+'~ = P{ Y'~/X '~, ~,(S~+~)} 
then 
(8.a) 
={~ otherwise if Yn = Xn (~ ~b(S~+l)(8.4) 
P{ Y'~} ~ P{ Y'~/X '~, ,~+~ ,, S,~+,,,, = S, +, }P{X , , , 
X ~ 8n+m 
' n - t -1  
= ~ p{ c~+m)~,~+l I ~ P{X~/S~+I~+~} (8.5) 
s ~+~ ~- ~x~¢ ~(~+l)=~" n-t-1 
But given any Y= and ~(S~+1) there is one and only one X" such that 
Y~ --- ~b(S,"+I) @ X ~. Hence for all Y~, 
P{ r ~} = (1/a? (8.6) 
I t  then follows from (8.4) and (8.6) that 
n 1EP I[Y~; X", S~ +m-~] = n~ p~c=+m)t~,~+,~ 
sn+m 
n+l 
~ ~+m 1 P{X/&+l  } log (8.7) 
1 ~ log a s log a 
n yn 
for all n and m. On the other hand, 
_ z=+m~ < 1H(y~)  < log  a Ep 1 i (y~;  X ~, ~. i J  = = 
n n 
(8.8) 
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holds no matter how the channel inputs are chosen. Observing that in 
(8.3) the. choice of the input sequence is made independently of the 
state sequences, Theorem 8follows from (6.12), (8.7), and (8.8). Q.E.D. 
We remark parenthetically that it should not be concluded from 
Theorem 8 that the transmitter cannot make good use of state informa- 
tion if it were supplied to it. The fact that capacity is unchanged does 
not preclude the possibility of reducing significantly the probability of 
error for fixed block encoding length. In this respect one should note the 
results of Horstein (1963) who shows that although feedback does not 
change capacity of discrete memoryless channels, it enormously reduces 
the probability of error and the encoding complexity. 
APPENDIX 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Our task is as follows: we are given a set of ga numbers {qr(x)}, 
r C J (g),  x C J (a)  which satisfy the relations 
~_, qr(x) = 1, qT(x) >= 0 (A.1) 
xEJ(a) 
and a complete alphabet f of size a g of functions f mapping points in 
J (g) into points in J (a) .  We wish to find a probability distribution P 
over f which satisfies for all x C J (a)  and r C J(g) the relations 12
q~(x) = ~ ~(x,f(r)  P( f )  (A.2) 
f 
Note that (A.2) is equivalent to (5.10), but will prove more convenient. 
Every function f can be represented by a number in J (a  g) as follows: 
fe-~f(O) + a/(1) -t- "-" -t- ag-lf(g -- 1) (A.3) 
Thus there is a natural ordering in the set f. Similarly, we can represent 
the probabilities q~ (x) by functions h(k): 
qr(z) ~ h(k) if 
Thus there is also a natural ordering 
be the vectors given by 
Ta = (h(O), t1(1), -. 
k = x + ar (A.4) 
in the set {qr(x)}. Let T1 and Pl 
• ,h (ag- -  1)) 
1:)1 ---- (p l (0 ) ,  pl(1), . . . ,  pl(a g -  1) )  
(A.5) 
where pl(k) = P( f )  when f is represented by the number k in the 
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manner of (A,3). Using the vectors defined in (A.5), the desired rela- 
tions (A.2) can now be written in compact matrix form 
T1 = alP1 (A.6) 
where (~1 is a matrix consisting of zeros and ones only. 
We will now define recursively a sequence of vectors {Ti}, {TI}, {Pi}, 
{ P~}, and matrices { a~}, { ®~}, { (Bi}, i = 1, • .. , 1. The desired dis- 
tribution P (f) will be found in the process of generating these. The ith 
reeursive step follows: 
1. Let: 
t~* = min {t~(j)} = t~(l~*) (A.7) 
J 
and define T i = (ti(1), . . .  , t i (a l ) )  = (t~*]W, I) where T, ~ = 
(t~(2), • .- , ti(al) ) consists of elements of the set ti(j), j ~ ks* arranged 
in natural order. 
2. Obtain matrix ~ by placing the k~*th row of (~ first and leaving 
the remaining rows in the old order. Thus, assuming that T~ = a~la~, 
we now have T ~ = (B~la~. 
3. Rearrange the columns of (B~ so as to obtain the matrix 5~  whose 
first row elements atisfy: 
b~j =f~ for1 = j  <= m~ (A.8) 
formi-t -  1 =<_j <=~i 
4. The rearrangement of columns of 6~ which produced $~ should 
now be applied to the elements of la~ yielding a new partitioned vector 
1 )~ = (P i l l  la. ~) where lal ~ = (p~(1) , . . . ,p~(m~)) ,  P.~ = (p~(m~ "-t- 
1), . . .  , p~(~)). We thus obtain the following matrix equation: 
_t*_7 = 9. (A g) 
where because of (A.7) the submatrix ~ ~,~ consists of a row of ones. 
5. The nonnegative elements of the vector P~ can now be chosen in 
any way satisfying 
mi 
ti* = ~'~ p~(j) (A.10) 
6. The chosen P~ is used to define 
T~+I = T .  ~-  6~i~-~.~ Pl* (A.11) 
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and the matrix a i+1 and vector P~+I are defined by 
~+1 = ~i  
~i - l ,~-~i  , P~+l = P*~ (A.12) 
so that the new matr ix relation 
~i+ip (A.13) T i+I  =  i+1 
again holds. Stop, and let all elements of P~+l be equal to zero if T~÷~ 
is a zero vector, otherwise go through another cycle starting with step 
(1). 
I t  is clear from the preceding algorithm and from the definition of Pl 
and T1 that in step (5) a distribution P( f )  is being determined, provided 
the algorithm can be carried out to some step 1 at which T~+I obtained 
by (A.11) consists of all zeros, and provided the left-hand sides of (A.10) 
are nonnegative for aI1 i = 1, 2, - . .  , 1. From (A.6) and (A.9) through 
(A.13) it follows that if one keeps track of the correspondence b tween 
the element of P1 and those in the vector sequence p i, . . .  , p Z, then 
in step (5) Pl is being constructed so as to satisfy (A.6), and thus P( f )  
is constructed so as to satisfy (A.2). 
Note also that in each step (A.10) can be satisfied by choosing one 
element of PI~ to be equal to t * and letting all the rest be equal to zero. 
This then proves the theorem's assertion that at most (a - 1)g d- 1 
elements of the distribution P( f )  need be positive, if we show 
1 =< (a - -  1 )g+l .  17 
We now complete the proof of the theorem by tying up the two loose 
ends mentioned in the paragraph preceding the last one. 
LEMMA A.1. For all i = 1, 2, . . .  , l the elements of T~ obtained in the 
algorithm are nonnegative. 
Proof: We prove this by induction. First, T~ is nonnegative by 
definition. If T~ is nonnegative, the nonnegativeness of T~+I follows 
directly from (A.7), (A.10), (A.11), and the observation that the 
elements of 6~,~_~.,,~ are either zeros or ones. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA A.2. For all i = 1, 2, • • • , l, the vector P~ contains at least one 
element, the sector T~+I obtained through (A.11) consists of all zeros, and 
l=< (a-- 1)g-~-1. 
Proof: Let set ~ be partitioned into subsets ~1, ~?, .- .  , ~k where 
f C ~ if P( f )  hasbeenanelementof anyof the vectors P1 ~, j = 1, 2, • • • , i 
~7 The  reason for (a -- 1)g -t- 1 steps ins tead  of ag steps which  might  on the 
sur face seem necessary  is that  the  vector  T(~_~)~ defined through (A.10) will be 
shown in Lemma 2 to be of size g and to conta in  zeros only.  
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(see paragraph following (A.13)) and k is the number of steps for which 
the algorithm can be carried out. is We can rewrite (A.2) for each 
x E J(a), r E J (g ) :  
q~(x) = ~ 6(x,f(r))P(f) + ~ 6(x,f(r))P(f) (A.14) s f, s% 
and define for all i = I, • .. , k 
q~+l(x) = qr(x) -- ~ 6(x,f(r) )P(f) (A.15) 
I t  follows from (A.4) and the reeursion leading to (A.11) that q~+~(x) 
either corresponds to an element in T~+I or is equal to zero. Summing 
both sides of (A.15) over x, we get for each fixed r: 
q~+~(x) = 1 - ~ P(f) (A.16) 
x s~i 
Thus either for all r E J(h) there exists a letter x(r) E J(a) for which 
q~+l(x(r)) > 0 or q~+l(x) = 0 for all r and x. 
Now select f* E ~ such that f*(r) = x(r) for all r. Suchf* exists and 
the proof will be completed if we show that f* E ~ if for some x 
q~+l(x) > 0: the equation (A.16) and the remark following it shows 
that  the last nonzero Ti has at least g elements and therefore 
1 = (a - 1)g + 1. Now assume that f* E ~.  Then there exists a G'* for 
some j E J( i) derived through (A.4) and the algorithm from some 
q~.(x*) such that f*(r*) = x*. But if that is so then qr. ~x ) = 0. On 
the other hand x*= x(r*) by definition of f* and by assumption 
i * q~.(x(r )) > 0. This is a contradiction and thus f* E ~ as asserted and 
Pi+~ is nonempty. Q.E.D. 
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